APPENDIX 1 - Dictation Sentences

SENTENCES FROM MOST USED WORDS 1-50
If one is there you can get on or off with it. Which one can we use for all of it? “How do they do it” the man said. There is one in each of their bags but where are they? When were they in their pub as she said that it was there? Yours was with you. What is it for? Can he have a word with you or not? What is this by your bag and where is it from? At each one he put his on top but they all came off. I said she can use four of the words.

SENTENCES FROM MOST USED WORDS 51-100
So you may see some of these other men about the first part. Many more men would like to go in time to see her. Could we see who is at number two? The people have been so come and get some oil for them. Many of them had been a long time so he made him go first. Go up and down if you like and then would you let the water out? Has he been over and did he get some of my water? No way do I call other people more than you. Will you make him look into it and find out who these men are?

SENTENCES FROM MOST USED WORDS 101-150
Write a sentence before you follow me to work. I know you mean to show him around the place too. Where can I go to get the right form to take through? Tell the good boy I know his name and I also want to help him write it down. One year before that our very small cat came to live with me. I think the old man was after the same three things in the set. I say it will be great if he only gives back most of our little pigs. I can just see the line through but not much of it. Will any of our men make a new sound?

SENTENCES FROM MOST USED WORDS 151-200
He does well at the end for such a kind man. I am here because I need to learn to read and spell. Why does he want to move his home to a different land? Did you hear why the men went to England to try and change it again? Turn the picture around and hand it to us. Ask her mother to listen and read another page of the letter which she found in the study. You must learn to put it high in the air even if it is large. The big animal should play but away from the house. The world still needs a different answer at this point.

SENTENCES FROM MOST USED WORDS 201-250
It is important in life to always start school together and keep an eye on every group. “Don’t plant the tree under or below the earth,” said father. I thought you could see the lights near the city. He saw him begin to close the lid which was often open. The head of your own country might set an example at last. The story will run for a while if it seems important to those few people. The next day he went along and sat between his mother and father. Never begin to add something to the food if it is left. On paper, life is hard for both of us but set an example for a while.

SENTENCES FROM MOST USED WORDS 251-300
A mile is far enough for children to walk until the final car leaves. I have no idea if the colour is white but watch it grow. Put your feet in the river at the side of the mountain once you feel the heat. The young girl from Europe would sometimes miss her family but she soon began to talk. Stop for a second and watch how far he can carry the books. She went without enough to eat for almost a day and a night. Let us face it the colour is red so the cuts on his body are real. He took her idea for a song and put it to music before it was late. Above it on the list was the state by the sea.